IVUS analysis of the acute and long-term stent result using motorized pullback: intraobserver and interobserver variability.
Intravascular ultrasound imaging has become an established method for analysis of intra-coronary stents. We analyzed the reproducibility of morphometric measurements immediately and late after stent implantation and the variability in the selection of predefined sites during motorized catheter pullback. Fifty consecutive patients were investigated immediately and 6 months after Palmaz-Schatz stent implantation (motorized catheter pullback 0.5 mm/sec; 2.9 Fr; 30-MHz transducer). Two experienced investigators independently identified the proximal and distal reference, stent inlet, stent outlet, and the minimal in-stent area in each imaging run. The longitudinal distance between corresponding measurement sites was calculated. Lumen, stent, and vessel area were assessed by planimetry, mean difference was calculated. Long-term reproducibility was analyzed by comparison of measurements made at predefined sites within the stent, immediately and late after implantation. Observer agreement in identification of predefined measurement sites was high. Longitudinal distance between corresponding measurement sites was low and pronounced for the minimal in-stent lumen area. Variabilities for the intra- and interobserver comparison were similar. Values for interobserver comparison were given in brackets. Acute after stent implantation, the variability for the reference proximal was 4.9% (0.4%), distal -1.0% (-4.2%), minimal in-stent lumen -0.5% (1.3%). At follow-up, variability for the reference proximal was -11.0% (-2.2%), distal -1.0% (-2.3%), minimal in-stent lumen 1.9% (6.1%). Long-term reproducibility for the proximal stent inlet was 2.7% (observer 1) and -0.4% (observer 2), for the distal stent outlet 1.3% (observer 1), -3.0% (observer 2), respectively. IVUS investigations with motorized IVUS pullback in stented coronary segments show a low intra- and interobserver variability, both immediately and late after stent implantation. Absolute and relative area differences are low. Long-term reproducibility of measurements within predefined stent sites was high. Motorized catheter pullback guarantees high reliability of IVUS measurements and should be routinely used for clinical IVUS studies.